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ABSTRACT
Purpose. The purpose of the study is (1) to describe the selection process of an international clinical guideline (CGL) for patients
with low back pain (LBP) for adoption and implementation at the Physical Therapy Department at the American University of
Beirut Medical Center (AUBMC), and (2) to evaluate the physiotherapists’ compliance. Method. International guidelines were
identified through a literature search and compared according to the AGREE instrument for selection. Quality indicators were
selected. Physiotherapists were educated about guidelines’ benefits and the content of the adopted guidelines during interactive
sessions; patients’ files were optimized and audited in order to evaluate compliance. Results. Out of six guidelines for LBP, we
selected that of the Royal Dutch Association of Physiotherapy. Full adherence of physiotherapists to the educational sessions
was noted. A total of 72 patient files were available. However, only 23 out of 72 files (32%) were complete to test the therapists’
adherence to the new assessment forms using 13 quality indicators. A high level of compliance with a mean score of 90% was
recorded for the diagnostic process indicators, and a low level for the mean score of therapeutic process indicators (42%) except
the indicator for the advice to stay active (100%). The mean score for the outcome of care was very low (13%). Conclusions.
Dutch guidelines for low back pain were selected for adoption and implementation. A relatively high level of adherence to
guidelines recommendations was noticed in the diagnostic process and a low level in the therapeutic process.
INTRODUCTION
The ultimate goal of evidence-based practice (EBP) is improving the process and the consistency of care such as decreasing the
variation of practice and improving patient’s outcome.1 Implementation of clinical guidelines (CGL) is one way of achieving EBP.
However, the literature has identified barriers to implementation related to the characteristics of guidelines to be introduced,
mainly clarity and applicability, characteristics of patients (comorbidities reduce the chance to follow CGL), and physiotherapists
(knowledge and acceptability of CGL) who need to change, and characteristics of organizations or environment (i.e. lack of
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support from superiors) in which the change will occur as well as patients’ preferences, expectations, and behavior.2-5 On the
other hand, facilitators include integrating CGL recommendations into training material, motivation of health professionals, their
perception that practicing shared decision-making with patients will lead to a positive impact on clinical processes and better
patient outcomes.4,6,7 The physical therapy department (PTD) at The American University of Beirut Medical Center (AUBMC)
started the process of quality improvement with CGL implementation. The population of patients with low back pain (LBP) was
selected due to the prevalence of this condition locally; LBP outpatients’ volume referred to the PTD accounts for 24% of the total
referrals.
The objective of this study was twofold: (1) describe the selection process of a CGL for LBP suitable for implementation in the
AUBMC and (2) evaluate the therapists’ compliance with the implementation of the selected CGL and the quality of care as
measured by preselected quality indicators (QI) from the CGL in LBP.
METHOD
Five steps were followed for a systematic adaptation and implementation process.8 Step I, the selection of guidelines to be
implemented. Step II, the selection of quality indicators (QI) based on the selected CGL. Step III, controlling the expected
barriers by mainly educating physiotherapists about EBP and selected CGL in LBP applying the model developed by Grol et al;
this model delineates five stages including several interventions, described in table 1.9,10 Step IV, was changing patients’
management related to assessment and treatment. Step V, was the evaluation of the level of the compliance of the PTs to the
implementation process by the audit of patients’ files.
Table 1: Strategy to be Followed by Health Professionals for Behavioral Change 9
Interventions

Stages
1) Orientation
Inform physiotherapists

Promote awareness of clinical guidelines
2) Insight
Create understanding
Provide insight into current management
3) Acceptance
Develop positive attitude
4) Change
Change clinical practice and patient’s behavior

5) Maintenance of change
Integrate change in daily routine

Introduction of evidence-based practice and clinical
practice guidelines
Distribution of clinical practice guidelines in low back pain
and discussion
Explain guidelines
Simulate clinical and educational activities
Regular repetition
Include clinical practice guidelines recommendations in
patients’ assessment forms
Use modified assessment forms for clinical practice and
enhance critical thinking
Change patient education material to fit evidence based
practice
Evaluate adherence in daily practice
Monitor, send reminders, provide feedback

Selection of the Guidelines (Step I)
A search on Medline, PubMed, Cochrane Library, and Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro) sites was conducted.
Keywords used were clinical guidelines AND low back pain, non specific low back pain (NSLBP), acute low back pain, and
chronic low back pain. Inclusion criteria were 1) guidelines developed between the years 1995 and 2005, 2) guidelines written in
English to eliminate the need for translation (scientific language in the hospital is English), 3) guidelines describing physiotherapy
diagnostic and therapeutic processes, 4) guidelines with description of recommendations based on level of evidence. Exclusion
criteria were guidelines not focusing on physical therapy, such as manual therapy, and guidelines that do not meet all items on
the “Appraisal of Guidelines for Research and Evaluation” instrument (AGREE).10 This instrument assesses the quality of
guidelines development, content, and recommendations but does not assess patient’s outcome.10 The selection process was
rigorous using a valid instrument (AGREE Instrument) ensuring the quality of their content and presentation and that CGL
recommendations are based on the best available evidence.7 The traced guidelines were assessed, as recommended by the
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Agree instrument, by two independent appraisers who compared them to the six domains of the AGREE instrument as described
in table 2.
Selection of Quality Indicators (Step II)
Quality Indicators (QI) are specific and measurable elements of practice that can be used to assess the quality of care and as
tools to promote improvement.11,12 Twenty seven QI for the diagnostic and the therapeutic processes were identified and
selected by the Dutch physiotherapists and adopted by the department.13
Controlling Expected Barriers (Step III)
1- Prepare Physiotherapists
The PTD director introduced the therapists to the sequence of guidelines implementation; a general introduction on EBP and
CGL impact on physical therapy (PT) quality services were presented during one hour.11,12,14,15 The physiotherapist specialized in
the rehabilitation of spine-related disorders was assigned as a project leader and presented CGL in patients with LBP during
weekly group meetings during one month for a total of six hours. Explanation of assessment tools and treatment plan was
performed; additionally, simulation of patients’ assessment, treatment, and education activities enhancing critical thinking and
clinical reasoning to facilitate guidelines acceptance, adoption, and implementation of change were also carried out.9
Maintenance of change was enhanced by auditing patients’ files reflecting therapists’ change.
2- Educate Patients
Patient educational materials were modified to include evidence-based information in simple language; materials were explained
and distributed to patients.
3- Get Stakeholders approval
The implementation project was presented to the hospital administration and to the quality improvement office for approval as
part of the department’s quality improvement activities.
Changing Physiotherapists’ Behavior (Step IV)
Patients’ assessment forms, included in patients’ files, were modified to include guideline recommendations and facilitate the
incorporation of new practice into existing practice. Most modifications focused on the addition of questions where therapists
could answer by “yes” or “no.”
Modifications involved patient history-taking to exclude red flags rather than checking comorbidity and finding physical causes to
LBP; pain assessment on the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) serves to define the course of symptoms and evaluate patient coping
strategy; assessing lumbar spine mobility and stability identifies impairment of musculoskeletal functions. The neurological
assessment is restricted to patients with lumbosacral radiculopathy. The “Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale” (QBPDS), a self
appraised questionnaire, was translated to Arabic in order to allow non-English speaking patients to complete the form. QBPDS
Arabic version psychometric properties were evaluated according to two phases. The first phase was the translation and back
translation effected by 10 therapists from the team and outside AUBMC. The second phase was the distribution of the
questionnaire to 16 bilingual patients. Agreement between Arabic and English versions showed a high correlation coefficient of
0.95 on Spearman’s test.
Aiming at assessing the gain in PTs’ knowledge, a five point Likert scale questionnaire, ranging from strongly agree (score 5) to
strongly disagree (score 1), was distributed to the seven physiotherapists including five questions related to the implementation
strategy efficiency, guidelines clarity and applicability, flowchart efficiency as a reminder, and gain in physiotherapy knowledge.
Evaluation of CGL Implementation Strategy (Step V)
To evaluate the implementation strategy, patient files were audited based on the preselected explicit and transparent quality
indicators.14
RESULTS
Selection of LBP guidelines (Step I)
The search yielded six guidelines for LBP: European guidelines for the management of acute non-specific low back pain in
primary care, European guidelines for the management of chronic non-specific low back pain, European guidelines for
prevention in low back pain, New Zealand acute low back pain guide, acute low back pain interdisciplinary clinical guidelines
developed by the Norwegian back pain network, and the national practice guidelines for physical therapy in patients with low
back pain developed by the Royal Dutch Association of Physiotherapy (KNGF).16-21 Other national guidelines were available in
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the search but full version was not accessible because it was required to be member of the national physiotherapy association
like the American Physical Therapy Association and the Chartered Society for Physiotherapy.
Dutch guidelines were selected because they were physiotherapy specific with diagnostic and therapeutic processes and
outcome measurements clearly highlighted; they scored positive in all AGREE instrument domains with the two appraisers
(Table 2) marking a narrow difference of scores between them. Additionally, Dutch guidelines include a flowchart that
summarizes the clinical process.
Table 2: Comparison of International Guidelines for Low Back Pain Content to the Six Domains of the AGREE
Instrument.
AGREE Instrument
EuA
EuC
EuP
KNGF
Norv
Scope & Purpose (Standardized Domain Score)
100% 100% 100% 100%
100%
Overall objectives of guideline specifically described
+
+
+
+
+
Clinical question covered by guideline specifically described
+
+
+
+
+
Patients to whom guidelines apply specifically described
+
+
+
+
+
Stakeholders Involvement (Standardized Domain Score)
54%
54%
54%
95%
75%
Guideline development group from all relevant professional groups
+
+
+
+
+
Patients’ views and preferences sought
- *
- *
- *
+
+
Target users of guideline clearly defined
+
+
+
+
+
Guideline piloted among target users
- *
- *
- *
+
+
Rigour of Development (Standardized Domain Score)
95%
76%
80%
100%
88%
Systematic methods used to search for evidence
+
+
+
+
+
Criteria for selecting evidence clearly described
+
+
+
+
+
Methods for formulating recommendations clearly described
+
+
+
+
+
Health benefits, side effects and risks considered in formulating
+
+
+
+
+
recommendations
Explicit link between recommendations and supporting evidence
+
+
+
+
+
Guideline externally reviewed by experts
+
+
+
+
Procedure for updating the guidelines provided
+
A
A
+
+
Clarity & Presentation (Standardized Domain Score)
95%
76%
80%
100%
88%
Recommendations specific and unambiguous
+
+
+
+
+
Different management options of condition clearly presented
+
+
+
+
+
Key recommendations easily identifiable
+
+
+
+
+
Guideline supported with tools for application
+
+
Applicability (Standardized Domain Score)
33%
33%
33%
83%
72%
Potential organizational barriers discussed
- *
- *
- *
+
+
Potential cost implications considered
- *
- *
- *
+
+
Guideline presents key review criteria for monitoring and/or audit purposes
+
+
Editorial Independence (Standardized Domain Score)
100% 100% 100% 100%
91%
Guideline editorially independent from the funding body
+
+
+
+
+
Conflict of interest of guideline development members recorded
+
+
+
+
+
Specific Physical Therapy**
+
Flow Chart Available**
+
·

·

NZ
100%
+
+
+
83%
+
+
+
+
88%
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
88%
+
+
+
+
55%
+
+
A
58%
+
+

Abbreviation: AGREE: Appraisal of guidelines for research and evaluation.10 EuA: European guidelines for the management of
acute low back pain in primary care; EuC: European guidelines for the management of chronic non-specific low back pain; EuP:
European guidelines for prevention in low back pain; KNGF: Royal Dutch Association of Physiotherapy in the Netherlands; Norv:
The Norwegian Back Pain Network; Acute low back pain. Interdisciplinary clinical guidelines; NZ : New Zealand acute low back pain
guide.16- 21
+: the checked guidelines scored positive. -: the checked guidelines scored negative. *: Items highlighted by the developing group
as lacking due to the scope of the guidelines developed. A: item not clearly expressed by the guideline developers. **: Items not
related to AGREE instrument.

Selection of Quality Indicators (Step II)
Thirteen QI out of the available 27 were selected based on those identified by Dutch physiotherapists and derived from the
guidelines recommendations. Discussions among the therapists’ team led to the selection of these 13 QI; those selected were
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considered delineating the most prominent changes in the clinical diagnostic and therapeutic processes between the routine and
the recommended new practice as detailed in table 3.14
Assessment Process (n=8)

Treatment Process (n=5)

Table 3: Selected Quality Indicators
-Pain duration
-Exclusion of red flags and identification of yellow flags
-Patient coping strategy
-Identification of impairments of neuromusculoskeletal functions
-Identification of activities limitation
-Identification of participation problems
-Patient functioning using QBPDS
-Pain using VAS
-Prescribing exercises only
- Advice to stay active
- Providing ≤ 3 sessions
-Improvement in patient functioning on QBPDS
-Improvement in pain intensity on VAS-P

Abbreviation: QBPDS: Quebec back pain disability scale; VAS-P: visual analogue scale for pain.

Controlling Expected Barriers (Step III)
1- Prepare Physiotherapists
The seven physiotherapists attended all education sessions and participated in the discussions. Results of the questionnaire
distributed to the therapists revealed that all found the strategy of implementation efficient, and CGL clear and applicable; six out
of seven (85%) found the flowchart efficient as reminder, and all strongly agreed that guidelines updated their knowledge and
changed their approach to patients’ assessment and treatment. They all found CGL supporting their specialty and constituting a
significant component of their continuing professional development.
2- Patients Expectations and Preferences
Physiotherapists were unexpectedly faced by patients’ resistance to be treated by exercises only and by their insistence on
receiving heat therapy and massage. Patients were influenced by the physician’s opinion and written prescription.
3- Educate Patients
Patients expressed their satisfaction with the education material availability verbally and considered it as reference.
4- Get Stakeholders Approval
The Hospital Administration and the Quality Improvement Office approved the project specifically that it did not incur financial
burden; they acted as facilitator agent.
Changing Physiotherapists’ Behavior (Step IV): Evaluation of Their Compliance with the change.
Changes were mainly operated in the diagnostic and therapeutic processes. Patients’ assessment forms were modified to
incorporate the selected QI.
Evaluation was performed 10 months after the implementation process started. All files of patients treated for NSLBP were
audited by the therapist specialized in spine related problems to check physiotherapists’ adherence to guidelines using the 13
selected QI. A total of 72 files were audited for the period of October 2007, date of implementation, until July 2008. Forty-six files
(64%) were completed on the old assessment forms and 26 (36%) used the new assessment forms; out of the 26, three were
excluded for incomplete documentation which makes the overall compliance with the new forms 23 out of 72 (32%).
Evaluation of Implementation Strategy (Steps V)
Compliance to guidelines recommendations varied largely between assessment and treatment activities. All 23 files reported
assessment of pain duration. All 23 patients were screened for red and yellow flags; most patients were assessed for
impairments of neuromusculoskeletal functions, participation problems, and coping strategy, but activities limitations were tested
in only 65% of the patients. All patients were educated about exercises and proper activities of daily living (ADL) with advice to
stay active. However, in most cases electrotherapy and ultra sound treatment modalities were used (92%) in addition to
exercises; only 8% of the patients were treated with exercises and advice only as recommended by the CGL. As for the number
of treatment sessions attended, only three patients (13%) received one session as advocated by the CGL, whereas the median
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number of sessions per patient was seven ranging between one and eighteen sessions (Table 4). QBPDS was completed by 17
patients (74%) during initial evaluation. The final assessment based on QBPDS was not completed by any of the 23 patients;
instead, patients’ functional outcome was documented in the discharge summary using a non-standardized reporting stating that
all patients were independent in ADL. The pain intensity tested on the VAS was reported in all 23 patients on the initial
assessment and in only six patients on the final assessment (Table 4). In the remaining 17 patients, the post treatment pain
intensity was reported as a percentage of pain relief.
Table 4: Evaluation of Therapists’ Compliance with Clinical Guidelines in Patients with Low Back Pain (n=23)
Initial Assessment as per Guidelines Recommendations (QI n=8)
Assessment of pain duration
Identification of red and yellow flags
Identification of patient’s coping strategy
Identification of impairments of neuromusculoskeletal functions
Identification of activities limitation
Identification of participation problems
Initial Assessment of functioning based on QBPDS
Initial assessment of intensity of pain on VAS
Mean compliance to QI of initial assessment
Treatment as per Guidelines Recommendations (QI n=3)
Exercises only
Advice to stay active
Providing ≤ 3 sessions
Mean compliance to QI of treatment
Outcome of Care (QI n= 2)
Final assessment of functioning based on QBPDS
Final assessment of intensity of pain on VAS
Mean compliance to outcome of care

Physical Therapists’ Compliance
n
(%)
23
(100)
23
(100)
22
(96)
22
(96)
15
(65)
21
(91)
17
(74)
23
(100)
(90)
4
23
4

(8)
(100)
(17)
(42)

0
6

(0)
(26)
(13)

Abbreviations: QI: quality indicator; LBP: Low back pain; QBPDS: Quebec Back Pain Disability Scale; VAS: Visual Analogue Scale.

DISCUSSION
This is the first study focusing on implementation of CGL in patients with LBP performed in Lebanon and in the region. It studied
the possibility of adapting and implementing translated Dutch guidelines for LBP in the PTD at AUBMC. In our study, 32%
compliance with the new forms was recorded. As for the adherence to guidelines recommendations, the lowest scores registered
were for the treatment of patients (42%) and for the final assessment of patients’ outcome (13%), and the highest scores of
compliance recorded were for initial assessment of patients (90%) as per guidelines recommendations. Our results match the
feedback of the physical therapists who found that the strategy of implementation was efficient, and that the guidelines updated
their knowledge and changed their approach to patient’s assessment. However, change was more difficult to implement in the
areas of treatment and assessment of outcome as per guidelines. In the diagnostic phase, the questions in the patient file were
type answers “yes” or “no”. In the assessment of patients, the physiotherapist is more autonomic in choosing his approach. In
contrast, the selection of treatment modalities requires a closer interaction between the patient and the treating physician on one
hand and the physical therapists and the patient on the other hand, because patients and physicians have their own “beliefs” in
what is good for the recovery.
According to the literature, physicians disagree with guidelines recommendations due to lack of applicability or lack of evidence;
patients in our culture mix physiotherapy with massage and expect to receive it as curative therapy, influenced by their
physician.5 A closer interaction leads to complementary treatment and prevents contradictory information to patients. Our results
compare favorably with the results of an implementation study in the Netherlands. Swinkels et al found that most of the treatment
episodes in NSLBP, treatment goals, and interventions were not in complete agreement with guidelines recommendations.22 In
accordance to what was previously published in the literature, our study found that patients’ preferences may be a significant
barrier to the implementation of evidence based CGL.3,22-27 We hypothesize that these expectations and preferences were mainly
influenced by physicians’ prescriptions and patients’ perception of physiotherapy care which leads us to think that to achieve a
more extensive implementation, the early steps of the implementation process (steps I through III) should include members from
all the disciplines involved in patients’ care in order to achieve the necessary change in professional behavior at a wider level
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and decrease the discrepancy between the approach of physical therapists and physicians. Interdisciplinary education should be
enhanced where the different aspects of care specific to each discipline are shared to prevent contradictory information to
patients and promote continuity of care.24,26-28 There is also a need to educate patients about the effectiveness of their active
participation in the rehabilitation process, and on the scope and role of each health care discipline in improving their health
condition. Such activity could be performed individually during the treatment session on a one-to-one basis by distribution of
printed material, through emails which have been shown to be cost-effective in disease prevention and health promotion, and
through mass media as well.26,28-32
Three specific areas with very low adherence rates were identified: the number of sessions, treatment with exercise therapy only,
and the final assessment of patients’ outcome. The number of sessions attended showed a discrepancy with guideline
recommendations. Compared to previous practice, this number reflects a significant improvement where the average number of
sessions in our department was 12. Guidelines recommend the limitation of the number of treatment sessions in patients with a
normal course of low back pain but do not recommend any number for patients with chronic pain.32 It is possible that this
expanded number of sessions is due to the fact that physiotherapists did not have clear guidance in this area. It is only recently
that guidelines for LBP of the National Institute for Clinical Evidence (NICE) recommended a total number of eight sessions for
chronic patients, where the core treatment is exercises only, expanded over twelve weeks.33 Our study showed also that physical
therapists were still focusing on pain relief instead of concentrating on patients’ functioning for the recovery as recommended by
the guidelines, which probably explains the extensive use of physical modalities of treatment.
In addition, the final assessment for the QBPDS and VAS was poorly performed in our study. Files were lacking assessment and
categorization of impairments of neuromusculoskeletal functions, activity limitation, and participation problems. The poor
understanding of the change, despite the therapists’ claim while answering the questionnaire that guidelines changed their
perception and approach to LBP management, and the lack of time were identified as barriers to implementation. Also, the poor
compliance of physical therapists with the new forms (32%) was related to time constraints; only the old forms were available in
the trays at the beginning of the study and the heavy work load did not allow physiotherapists to look for the new forms. Our
results are in accordance with previous results where the similar barriers were identified. Bekkering and Swinkels found that
discrepancy between guidelines, recommendations, and current practice is due mainly to therapists’ knowledge and patients’
preferences, Leemrijse found it related to the therapists, while American physical therapists identified time as the primary barrier
to implementing EBP. 3,5,23,35-38 This implies the need for tailoring more educational sessions to cover areas with poor compliance
and to provide physiotherapists with a working environment where time constraints are minimized. This also implies the need, as
stated earlier, for patient education.
The limitation of the study is its application on a small number of therapists (seven) and patients, which does not allow for results
inference. But we learned that clarifying the new concepts for PTs such as the difference between normal and abnormal course
of low back pain symptoms, yellow and red flags, patient’s coping strategy, and training on a time contingent plan is critical for
setting the physiotherapy diagnosis and clinical triage; it is also necessary to focus on correct patients’ files documentation skills
leading to complete patients records. Furthermore, educating patients about the role of physiotherapy in the management of their
condition and their active role in the rehabilitation process is crucial for a smooth and correct guidelines implementation. Finally,
direct communication with the referring physician and education of physicians about the content of guidelines helps to ease the
implementation process and prevent providing patients with contradictory information.
In conclusion, the English version of the Dutch CGL for LBP was selected for adoption and implementation based on the AGREE
instrument. This implementation was achieved with an acceptable adherence level for initial assessment but not for treatment
adherence to guidelines and the outcome of care. Only 23 out of 72 files were complete to test the therapists’ compliance with
the new assessment forms. Thirteen QI were used for the test reflecting the changes in the clinical process. A relatively high
level of compliance was recorded for the diagnostic process and a much lower level for the therapeutic process and for the
outcome of care with the exception of the advice to stay active.
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